Yes, the Impossible Frog Tongue is compatible with the Polaroid Impulse AF. I wish IMPOSSIBLE would change their instructions or try and inform consumers of this detail. Now I’m left with a broken faceplate on my mint Sun 660AF, flimsily held in. Had to cut an extra hole to fit it (Lightmixer 630), but works perfectly fine.

Polaroid One600 and Polaroid 600 film distributed by Impossible
Polaroid Lightmixer AF 660, Polaroid Revue Autofocus 660, Polaroid Sun Autofocus 660 Flash moved to right hand side of user and can be manually switched on and off.
Polaroid i-Zone Instant Film Pocket Camera with Film and Manual
Polaroid Spirit 600 CL Instant Camera with Manual and box Rare.
£80.00, + £17.80 postage.

General printing instructions. - Tips on choosing iron on transfer paper. - Regular version of the design. - Mirrored version of the design. - This is a digital file.
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